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Focus on Electrospray
Seven years after our first “Focus on Electrospray” (still
our only Focus to require two Journal issues) the
diversity of applications of electrospray mass spectro-
metry (ES MS) is staggering. “Protein MS” has gone
from oxymoron to novelty to major focus in just a few
short years. Not only primary structure, but even high-
er-order structure is probed, including the noncovalent
interactions critical to biochemical function. MS now
contributes widely to assessing the diagnosis, biochem-
ical mechanisms, and treatment of some diseases. Such
applications are possible in part because the ability of
ES to sample fluid media resembling the matrices of life
is unique (among MS techniques, at least for now). In
this respect ES is intrinsically less invasive than other
mass spectrometric probes—including the other impor-
tant contributor to the bio-MS explosion, matrix-as-
sisted laser desorption/ionization.
A key word in the last sentence is “less.” It would be
naive hyperbole to claim or hope that ES is a non-
invasive probe of biological or other systems. There are
obvious changes that must take place to generate gas-
phase ions (the ultimate targets of mass spectrometric
analysis) from solutions. The underlying processes are
complex but fortuitously fast—there is no denying that
useful insight into condensed-phase chemistry has been
derived from studies of the gas-phase ions detected in
ES MS. Clearly, many of the adjustments intrinsic to ES
sampling occur before the condensed-phase chemistry
“has time to react.” For example, native and denatured
proteins can be distinguished when sampled from their
corresponding equilibrium solutions, even though sol-
vent evaporation might ordinarily be expected to affect
the equilibrium and the ternary structures. Apparently,
the kinetics of solvent removal is much faster in ES than
is the kinetics of protein rearrangement, so the informa-
tion survives.
It is critically important that the information about
solution structures and interactions survives; the result-
ing insight has often proven invaluable in a wide range
of applications. But survival is not always assured.
Given the breadth of applications, there are bound to be
systems wherein the kinetics mismatch does not so
strongly favor relatively noninvasive sampling. We can
neither expect nor wait for full understanding of inva-
siveness; after all, people have been striving to under-
stand the structure and dynamics of liquid solutions—
perhaps the most complex phase of matter—for a very
long time. Applications chemists and mass spectrom-
etrists must plunge ahead with the confidence that
comes from many successes, but also with the caution
that comes from recognizing the complexity and the
potential for artifacts. Meanwhile, a relatively small
number of dedicated colleagues continue to probe the
fundamentals of the underlying processes. This work
can spur applications in new directions, and/or sound
a note of caution. It can enhance both our understand-
ing and our recognition of the limits of that understand-
ing, with the resultant need for care in avoiding over-
interpretation.
In this issue, we focus on some of the latest work
probing ES fundamentals. We hope that collecting these
thoughts and ideas will provide readers with both
renewed confidence and a dab of healthy skepticism as
they move ahead with exciting and important applica-
tions.
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